
(The following deck list and report is from Dan Strouhal, runner-up at Black Friday V.)

Targaryen (no agenda)
----- Plots (7)  -----
City of Soldiers x1 The Battle of Blackwater Bay F120
City of Spiders x1 Tales from the Red Keep  F80
City of Sin x1 A Time of Trials F40
City of Lies x1 City of Secrets F19
Blockade x1 Core Set L193
Valar Morghulis x1 Core Set S201
Fury of the Dragon x1 Ancient Enemies F29

----- Characters (28)  -----
Shadowcat x3 Kings of the Sea F43
King's Landing Assassin x3 Secrets and Spies F90
Shadow Prophet x2 Secrets and Spies F91
 Varys x1 Secrets and Spies F97
 Syrio Forel x2 Tales from the Red Keep  F77
Street Waif x3 A Time of Trials F32
Refugee of the Plains x3 Refugees of War F90
Vale Refugee x2 Refugees of War F97
Carrion Bird x3 The Winds of Winter F35
 Khal Drogo x1 Core Set T107
 Viserys Targaryen x1 Core Set T108
 Brown Ben Plumm x1 Core Set T118
 The Titan's Bastard x1 Core Set T120
Dragon Thief x2 Ancient Enemies F37



----- Locations (21) -----
Kingdom of Shadows x3 Kings of the Sea F32
Shivering Sea x2 Kings of the Sea F42
 King's Landing x3 Secrets and Spies F99
 The Dragonpit x3 Tales from the Red Keep  F74
Twilight Market x2 A Time of Trials F39
Eastern Fiefdoms x2 Core Set T127
 Khal Drogo's Tent x1 Core Set T130
Temple of the Graces x2 Core Set T131
Summer Sea x3 Core Set T134

----- Attachments (6) -----
Dragon Skull x3 City of Secrets F13
Flame-Kissed x3 Core Set T103

----- Events (5) -----
Aegon's Legacy x2 Secrets and Spies F93
Forever Burning   x3 Core Set T174

PLOTS
I chose plots that would slow my opponent from developing a strong board position so that I had 
more time to put cards in shadows, bring out the Dragonpit, and setup my draw engine. Blockade 
was a natural fit, especially with the low gold-curve I was shooting for. Most important, 
however, were the city plots, which accelerated my deck (City of Lies) and provided an 
additional form of character control. The high number of shadows cards ensured that my City of 
Lies always put two cards into the shadows. The kneel was essential against Bara and Greyjoy to 
kneel out major threats I couldn't easily burn. In every Black Friday game I played, I copied City 
of Sin's effect when I played City of Spiders.

CHARACTERS
I aimed to reduce the gold curve as much as possible. I chose Shadow Prophets over Silent 
Sisters because I found that having medium-strength characters out early to defend intrigue 
challenges was better than having high-strength characters later. Three copies of King's Landing 
Assassin allowed me to burn characters with the "no attachments" keyword. After the Dragonpit 
and King's Landing, Street Waifs were easily my best card. (Throughout the course of one early 
round game, one Street Waif brought back a Dragon Skull three times and a Khal Drogo that had 
been discarded to intrigue.) I also ran a high number of cards with the military icon to take full 
advantage of my 2-claim plots and kill as many characters as possible to enhance the effect of the 
burn.

LOCATIONS



The Dragonpit and King's Landing are this deck's foundations. To win, I typically needed at least 
one of either card, and in difficult rounds I often needed both. Against Lannister and Greyjoy, I 
cannot overstate the strength of the Dragonpit, which ensures that every burn I draw kills a 
Castellan or Marauders without stacking it with a Forever Burning. More important, I can avoid 
wasting Forever Burnings on my opponent's annoying 1-strength characters. King's Landing 
typically drew me 2-3 cards each round I had it out. To be sure, 21 locations is a lot, but there 
was no way to avoid this without slowing the speed of the deck. At Black Friday, I expected to 
have bad pairings where this card did nothing, but as it turned out, this card was extremely good 
in every game I drew it. (The deck's low cost curve made it much easier to save 2 gold to pay the 
shadow cost.)

EVENTS
I wanted to include 2x Condemned by the Council to ensure that I could discard an opponent's 
King's Landing-traited locations and ensure that my King's Landing draw worked, but I just 
couldn't fit them in. (I originally included 2x Pyromancer's Apprentice, but these proved too 
expensive, so I pulled them out last minute.) Outside of shadows-heavy decks, I didn't expect to 
see a lot of King's Landing-traited locations, but I was very worried about Lannister shadows 
decks. After comparing Condemned and Aegon's Legacy, I thought the latter would prove more 
useful in most games and had the added benefit of actually being better against Lanni shadows 
decks.

I credit most of the deck's streamling to something Corey Faherty, a fellow DC-area player that 
helped me fine tune this deck, stated: "The problem with shadows is that it's expensive. If you 
want to run shadows out of Targ, every other card should cost 0 or 1 gold, unless it's extremely 
strong." This simple, yet sage-like wisdom guided my revisions.

GAME PLAY
Despite the low gold curve, this deck is typically slow at the beginning, allowing the opponent to 
claim 6-10 power before it stabilizes. Games typically went long, but at some point, which 
usually coincided with a 2-claim plot and challenge-phase burn, I gained almost complete control 
of the board. After that, I could easily burn or stealth opponent's characters to steal power and 
grab additional power for unopposed.

SEMIFINAL 
(Against Andy Wong ("Sithlord"), who was playing Lannister with the Shadows agenda)
Andy and I both seemed to have pretty slow starts, with only three cards after setup. My three 
were the Dragonpit, a Shadowcat, and a Refugee of the Plains. The first round was fairly 
uneventful, as he knelt my cards with Lanni's usual effects. I did manage to burn his Syrio and 
tuck a few cards into shadows with City of Lies, so that set me up for later. On the second and 
third rounds, I proceeded to burn select characters but otherwise lose challenges. The Dragonpit 
forced Andy to overextend with his characters, and I played Valar around round 3, killing 
Tommen, which was his only source of draw on the board. At some point (I believe around round 
4), he played Samwell, who I burned with a King's Landing Assassin. The real turning point 



came around round 5, when I played a claim-2 plot and won initiative because he played Valar. 
The only character I drew was a King's Landing Assassin, and Andy had two characters in play 
after marshalling. I swung with intrigue, he won, but my Kingdom of Shadows forced him to 
stand my Assassin, and I then made a military challenge with 2 strength to his 1-strength carrion 
bird. That cleared his board, and without additional draw, my burn and military claim kept his 
board mostly clear of characters as I accrued power for the win.

FINAL
(Against Paul Tapias ("Red Terror"), who was playing Lannister)
I had a strange, 4-card setup, with few shadows cards, only 1 influence, and 3 Forever Burning in 
hand after I redrew from setup. The beginning rounds went normally, with Paul kneeling my 
characters and me burning his. I drew my King's Landing early, but he dropped a Queen Cersei's 
Chamber on the second or third round, so we were tied for King's Landing and I couldn't use my 
draw source for two rounds. Meanwhile, he was drawing--I believe from a Golden Tooth Mines 
and/or Insidious Ways. At some point I drew a Summer Sea, but Paul took control of this with a 
Support of the Kingdom, ensuring that I could recur only one Forever Burning each round. After 
the third round of no additional draw, I drew the Dragonpit, and from there things turned around. 
Paul still claimed plenty of power, but I was claiming power too and burning his characters. 
More important, I began to feel confident and thought I had control of the board. I became less 
worried about Paul winning power challenges, focusing my attention on military and intrigue. (In 
retrospect, this turned out to be the wrong approach.) At the end of the last plot we played, he 
was at 11 power and I was at 10. He played Power of Arms and won initiative to play first (I had 
played a zero initiative City plot). After marshalling we both had several characters on the board, 
and he had one card in Shadows. I had no characters with a power icon on the board, but I had 
Khal Drogo and 2x Forever Burning in my hand. To my surprise, he brought Tyrion out of the 
shadows and gave him renown. After that there was nothing I could do. Because he chose to 
initiate a power challenge first, I couldn't win the challenge to put Khal Drogo into play. 
(Ironically, I had enough gold to marshall him but had chosen not to.) He swung for the win, 
netting 4 power in one challenge to reach 15.

Before the match and even now (after losing two games to Lannister at Black Friday), I feel that 
Lanni is a decent match up for the Targ deck. The Dragonpit is an amazing location against 
Lanni, and King's Landing typically allows me to outdraw a Lanni player. With that in mind, I 
say with certainty that Paul outplayed me in the finals round. Really great job!

= = =

(The following deck list and report is from Paul Tapias, the Black Friday V Champion.)

DECK MAIN STRENGTHS/GOALS: Kneeling, Control. 
Kneeling: Approximately 18 cards with Kneeling Effects 
Character Control: Varys, Hear me Roar, 2 Reset Plots, 2 Milks of the Poppy, High Claim 
Challenges 



Location Control: Support of the Kingdom, Chella and her Fellow Clansmen 
Attachment Control: Compelled By the Rock 
  
DECK SECONDARY STRENGTHS/GOALS: High Claim, Draw, Gold, Challenge Advantage/
Punishment. 
High Claim: 3 Plots, Chosen in order for High Initiative, Utility, then Strength boost (Mutual 
Cause, The Winds of Winter, Power of Arms (Only affects Jaime)) 
Draw: 1 Character, 2 Locations, and 2 Events 
Gold: 6 Characters, 4 Direct Gold Locations, 5 Reducers 
Challenge Advantage/Punishment: Stealth Characters, Deadly Characters, 6 Events 
  
OTHER USEFUL ELEMENTS USED FOR UTILITY: 
Ben Stark (bring back Characters after Valars), Joffrey (Power Grabber), Bronn (Saves), Syrio 
(Pops in and out for Dominance and to dodge Valar) 
  
TYPICAL STRATEGY:  
5 Gold Flop: Around 15 Cards provide gold/character reducing abilities, be sure to be able to 
plant 4 or more cards on a single flop with possible kneel options on the board or in hand. 
1st Turn: Typically start with Fury of the Lion for gold and to control Martell and Stark Players 
early on.  Exert challenge dominance and keep your characters alive. 
Following turns: Keep the character count low on both sides, if you can control characters on the 
field, do not add more, character count gets high, Wildfire to bring them back under control, stuff 
gets really out of control, Valar. 
Key things to keep in mind: Always be aware of hand size (yours and your opponents) and have 
1-2 characters ready in case of a surprise Valar. 
  
Plots (7) 
1 F40 The Winds of Winter  Winds of Winter 
1 B182 Mutual Cause  Core Set 
1 L191 Wildfire Assault  Core Set 
1 L192 Hear Me Roar  Core Set 
1 S200 The Power of Arms  Core Set 
1 S201 Valar Morghulis  Core Set 
1 F26 Fury of the Lion  Ancient Enemies 
  
Characters (31) 
1 F83  Qyburn (s)  Secrets and Spies 
1 F97  Varys (s)  Secrets and Spies 
1 F64  Joffrey Baratheon  Tales Red Keep 
1 F77  Syrio Forel (s)  Tales Red Keep 
1 F44  Ser Jaime Lannister  Tower of Hand 
1 F5  Tyrion Lannister (s)  City of Secrets 
1 F106  Tommen Baratheon  Scattered Armies 



3 F85 Mountain Refugee  Refugees of War 
2 F35 Carrion Bird  Winds of Winter 
1 L43  Chella, Daughter of Cheyk  Core Set 
1 L44  Bronn  Core Set 
3 L48 Enemy Informer  Core Set 
2 L50 Cersei's Attendant  Core Set 
3 L52 Lannisport Steward  Core Set 
3 L53 Lannisport Weaponsmith  Core Set 
1 S135  Benjen Stark  Core Set 
1 F103  Ser Lancel Lannister  Calling Banners 
3 F93 Castellan of the Rock  Battle of Ruby Ford 
1 F60 Vendor of Venoms  Sacred Bonds 
  
Locations (13) 
2 L56 Lannisport Brothel  Core Set 
2 L57 Golden Tooth Mines  Core Set 
1 L60  Queen Cersei's Chambers  Core Set 
1 L61 The Goldroad  Core Set 
1 L62 The Goldroad  Core Set 
1 L63 The Goldroad  Core Set 
3 L65 Sunset Sea  Core Set 
1 S139 Street of Steel  Core Set 
1 L144 Shadowblack Lane  Core Set 
  
Attachments (5) 
3 F65 Flogged and Chained  Tales Red Keep 
2 B145 Milk of the Poppy  Core Set 
  
Events (13) 
2 S155 Distraction  Core Set 
2 L163 Insidious Ways  Core Set 
2 L165 I'm You Writ Small  Core Set 
2 L166 A Lannister Pays His Debts  Core Set 
2 L167 You've Killed the Wrong Dwarf!  Core Set 
1 B172 Support of the Kingdom  Core Set 
2 F106 Compelled by the Rock  Calling Banners
THE DECK 
A week before the tournament I visited home and helped my friend get back into the game by 
creating and adjusting a Greyjoy Winter Agenda deck for him.  Unfortunately for me, my meta 
had been meeting on the days which I worked nights so this was the first true matchup I had 
played in 3 months.  I had two decks in hand, a Lannister Shadows Agenda Deck with a Stark 
Bear Island Deck as a classic counter for me to practice with.  I had very little confidence in my 
shadows deck and wasn’t sure in what direction I should take to bring it up to par with the 



performance and results I needed.  Needless to say, the Greyjoy Winter deck trounced both decks 
and had me at a loss as to what to do.  The deck that I helped make in little under an hour was a 
perfect counter to all of Lannister’s tricks; it had cancels, saves, the ability to gain lots of power 
quickly, and Alannys and the Winter Agenda really did a number on my hand.  It almost made 
me want to run Greyjoy but alas “I never bet against my family.”  It disturbed me so much that as 
always, I stayed up all night before the tournament adjusting and remaking my deck.  Thus, the 
morning of Black Friday I sat down with all my cards laid before me.  I made a list of Lannister’s 
strengths and weaknesses.  I recalled what made my older Lannister decks tick and what I 
thought were the most important aspects of the game.  It came down to gold, kneeling, and high 
claim.  Lots of gold allows me to play more cards, more cards allow me to kneel more 
characters, high claim insures when I successfully win a challenge my opponent feels it all the 
more. 

VALAR MORGHULIS  
Valar Morghulis really changed my mindset about the game.  I began playing a Game of Thrones 
shortly after Winter Edition cycled out when Valar was no longer “Standard” format legal.  The 
only reset plots I was used to running kept at least three character on the field.  I hated the card 
and in the beginning refused to run it for it completely removed whatever one had on the field 
with a single plot.  But I realized it made hand size so much more valuable, something which 
Lannister excels at keeping quite large which made it a necessary evil in my deck. 

THE GAMBIT 
I opted for a deck which had total control, kneel everything in sight.  Use high claim to kill 
everything on the board and destroy my opponent’s hand.  I put in stealth and deadly characters 
to insure I would win every challenge and those I lost, I hoped I had a Lannister Pays his Debts 
to insure the one lucky character that slipped past my control was a dead character.   But my 
biggest gambit was to forsake seasonal control.  Typically I would run one of each seasonal 
Ravens,  three copies of Carrion Bird, and the Raven search plot, A Time for Ravens.  I took the 
risk and only took two copies of Carrion Bird with me.  I didn’t want to risk having my hand 
cluttered with seasonal control now that players had so many Agendas to choose that might  lead 
them away from run a season type deck.  
  
THE FIRST 5 MATCHES 
Rd 1 vs Kevin McCoy (kpmccoy21) [Stark, Whitebook treaty], Win, 15-3 
Rd 2 vs Alec Irwin (skeletonator) [Baratheon], Win, 15-4
Rd 3 vs Casey Campbell [Stark, Kings of Winter], Win, 15-0
Rd 4 vs Erick Butzlaff (finitesquarewell) [Lannister], Loss, 1-15
Rd 5 vs Corey Faherty [Martell, Treaty with the Isles], Win, 10-8 

In my five Swiss pairing matches, I went 4 and 1.  My gambit had paid off, I only ran into one 
seasonal deck and luckily for me I didn’t face my friend or any straight Greyjoy Houses.  



My first opponent Kevin played Stark.  First turn against a Stark player is nerve wracking for me 
as it can make or break the game if a Stark player reveals his Fury of the Wolf plot, wins 
Initiative, and proceeds to kill off several of my characters first turn.  Kevin however opted for 
Siege at Riverrun first turn and I was able to assert pressure quickly and keep my characters alive 
to end the game before I had to play Valar Morghulis and set myself back. 

My next opponent Alec played Baratheon.  I think low claim of his plots and an inability to 
counter my kneeling of his Vigilant characters stymied him while I attacked his hand, cleared the 
board of his characters, and stole the power he did manage to grab. 

My third opponent Casey played Stark Winter, I was worried at first but a fortunate hand allowed 
me to efficiently control the board and when his White Raven did come into play to make it 
Winter I was lucky enough to have a Carrion Bird to remove it right away. 

My fourth opponent Erick played Lannister.  The game was lost at the beginning as Erick had an 
excellent flop and played Blockade the first round while I foolishly opened with Fury of the 
Lion.  I was completely controlled the entire game -worse, I fell for some of the same tricks he 
had used to beat me when I had faced him before.  (I would wise up by the time I faced him 
again in the semi-finals.)

My last opponent Corey played an interesting Martell deck using the Treaty with the Isles 
Agenda.  He was quite skilled and I was surprised when he conceded when I had reached the ten 
power.  I was slow on the uptake and had to be reminded of the drawback of his agenda!  If I had 
remembered I might have made a push for power sooner to try for a quick win. 
 
SEMIFINAL 
Rd 6 vs Erick Butzlaff (finitesquarewell) [Lannister], Win, 15-14

I came prepared this game which ended in dramatic fashion.  Expecting to be Blockaded once 
again I opened with a high claim plot which I think put Erick off balance.  Unfortunately he 
managed to exert his control much better than I and he was edging ahead.  The game was going 
poorly for me, I began a comeback in round four with Tales from the Red Keep Joffrey 
Baratheon coming out and munching away at my opponent’s power and gaining quite a few on 
the card.  Erick stood at 14 and I stood at 6 by the time round six came around.  Erick made an 
aggressive push and placed all his remaining characters in play I think in an attempt to end the 
game.  I was able to successfully deflect all of his challenges and take Dominance.  As it was 
round seven, Erick had no choice but to reveal his last plot, Valar Morghulis, clearing the field.  
Both exhausted for cards, I had the advantage with a Gold Tooth Mines giving me a one card per 
turn edge and Syrio Forel, who successfully dodged the Valar plot by hiding in Shadows.  Now 
unable to Valar (as it remained in his plot discard pile), Erick was at a card and character 
disadvantage as I played my claim 2 plots which allowed me to clear the field with Syrio and 
remove his two card per turn hand with an intrigue character I managed to draw.  But the game 
remained close as I was unable to procure any character with a power icon to lower Erick’s high 



power advantage and was hard pressed to insure he won no further challenges unopposed or took 
Dominance.  I slowly worked up the power ladder four plots later when I finally ended the game 
by pulling Benjen Stark -but Erick made a last effort playing Qyburn from Shadows to steal 
Tyrion from my dead pile.  Thankfully I was able to out mass Erick in that final round and grab 
my last needed power. 

FINAL
Rd 6 vs Dan Strouhal (Twn2dn) [Targaryen], Win, 15-8 

I had a decent flop and the first few rounds consisted of me kneeling his characters and Dan 
burning most of mine to death.  I managed to milk a Street Waif to stop the recurring attachment 
nightmares which allowed me to briefly gain power until Dan’s Dragonpit had me hard pressed 
to win challenges.  I still managed to but the Dan’s burn effects could not be stopped.  Nabbing a 
Summer Sea from Dan with a Support of the Kingdom, I played Valar as my plot soon after 
putting a Gold Tooth Mines into play.  Unable to keep up with Dan’s hand size and his effective 
draw engine, I conceded the board to him as I went two plots characterless on the field as I 
collected more cards to my hand and prepared to counter his growing offensive.  His lack of 
power icons on his characters and luckily low claim plots gave me the time I needed to climb 
back when I revealed Hear Me Roar as my plot and begin my offensive as I began kneeling and 
winning challenges once again.  The following turn I revealed a claim 2 plot and brought Tyrion 
Lannister out from Shadows and gave Tyrion the Renown keyword.  Dan was unable to stop a 
four power rush fueled by Tyrion, giving me fifteen power for the victory.


